
Full compliance for both external legislation and 
internal policies

Our Award-winning Methodology takes a 
real world and cost-effective approach to the 
implementation of Gavdi Easy Documents

Access Rights to employee files based on 
document type and role based permissions 

E-signature enables employees to easily sign 
documents online with any digital signature 
vendor, and automatically store these documents 
in the employee file

Combine Easy Documents with Easy Archives for an even higher level of control, with 
automated archiving at the end of your document processes.

Why Easy Documents?

Centralise and simplify your processes
for the creation and management of
employee documents

E A S Y  D O C U M E N T S

Cloud based

Built on the SAP Business Technology 
Platform (BTP), Gavdi Easy Documents 
is available anywhere, on any device 
with internet access, as a browser 
application integrated into SAP 
SuccessFactors

 ∙ Connects with your SAP 
SuccessFactors instance

 ∙ Automatically generate your 
employee documents

 ∙ Generate documents in bulk

 ∙ Eliminate manual, repetitive tasks 
for streamlined processes

 ∙ Easy To create, manage, and retrieve 
documents

Accurate
Always get the correct
information in any document
you create, automatically

GDPR Compliant
Mitigate security risks and
reduce compliance  
headaches

Secure
Utilising your SAP 
SuccessFactors single-sign-on
and SAP IAS further ensures 
data safety

Role-Based 
Permissions
Use your existing permission
groups from SAP SuccessFactors

Accessible
Available on all modern devices and
built with intuitive interfaces

Easy set-up and 
maintenance
Hit the ground running with
ongoing support from  
Gavdi Group

Centralising the way HR departments create, manage and process employee 
documents. Every day represents a new set of people-process-technology 
challenges for HR professionals. From the time a prospective employee first 
comes into contact with an organization to the time they leave or retire, HR 
professionals must deal with an array of documents and processes than span 
the entire duration of an employee life cycle. 

Built on the SAP Business Technology Platform (BTP), Easy Documents enables 
you to actively manage and process HR documents from a central location in a 
secure and compliant way,

Combine Gavdi Easy Documents with Gavdi Easy Archives for an even higher 
level of control, with automated archiving at the end of your document pro-
cesses.

Unique selling points

Find Easy Documents on the  
SAP Store or visit gavdi.com


